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Low Hanging Fruits: The Top Five Easiest
Ways to Hack or Get Hacked
Executive Summary
The intent of this paper is to present a compilation of the
easiest and most prevalent network-based techniques
an attacker can use to gain access to systems and
data, also popularly known as “low-hanging fruit” in
the information security community. More often than
not, these lead to complete compromise of a Microsoft
Windows domain. The focus of this paper is on gaining
the first foothold on the network. These methods
are based on my personal experience and hence are
subjective, and most penetration testers would concur
with many, if not all, of them. This paper does not
discuss new attacks, but rather presents commonly
known methods of finding low-hanging fruit, the ease
with which they can be exploited, the impact of this
exploitation, and, finally, remediation suggestions to
address them.
After years of penetration testing and a high success
rate of compromising domains, my prime motivation for
writing this paper is to help organizations perform these
so that we all up the game of hacking and defending
data. This will be of interest to network and database
administrators, as well as application owners, so that
they become better informed about protecting their
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assets and data. Security professionals will also find this
information useful, as it will help them become more
aware of these exploits while they perform penetration
testing. This should also help management personnel
understand the gravity of finding one such fruit on their
network. Below is a compilation of five of the lowesthanging fruits.

1. Weak Database Credentials
Data is an organization’s most precious asset, so it
comes as no surprise that databases are a prime
target for attackers. What makes it more lucrative
for an attacker is how easily many databases can be
compromised.
One of the most valued targets is the Microsoft SQL
server, given its prevalence and sneaky instances of
MSDEs/SQL Server Express getting installed without
users’ awareness. It is still not uncommon to find MS
SQL servers using weak or blank passwords. Surprisingly
the “Enforce password policy” (including account lockout
from the OS), which has been available since Microsoft
SQL server 2005 (9.xx), is often not used. This makes it
extremely easy for an attacker to conduct a brute-force
attack on these SQL servers.

Connect With Us
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Ease of attack and impact
There are many ways to discover MS SQL servers on a
network and perform a brute-force attack. One of my
favorite tools is SQLPing 3.0, which can be used for
both MS SQL server discovery and brute-forcing. The
interface is intuitive, and all you have to provide is the
IPs and list of usernames and passwords to try. Ensure
that “Disable ICMP check” under “Options” is selected to
perform a thorough discovery and toggle “Brute-Force
Passwords” according to your need.

Figure 1. The many instances of MS SQL servers discovered on a
network with some of them using weak or blank passwords.

Below are some of the most common MS SQL
usernames on which to attempt a brute-force attack:
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sa
sql
admin
probe
distributor_admin
dbo
guest
sys

Although the “sa” (security administrator) account is the
most privileged account, if an attacker gains access to
a lesser privileged account like “admin,” they can still
attempt to escalate their privileges. The figure below
shows one such instance, where a lesser privileged
“admin” account was compromised, and then a SQL
query is used to recover the “sa” user account hash with
a simple SQL client “issqlw.”

Figure 2. The “sa” hash retrieved from the SQL server.

For pre-2005 versions of MS SQL, you can query a
different table:
SELECT password FROM master.dbo.sysxlogins
WHERE name = ‘sa’;
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This can then be cracked using a dictionary attack with
various password cracking tools. The figure below shows
John the Ripper successfully retrieving the password
from the hash above.

Other databases, such as Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL,
and others, are also vulnerable to similar brute-force
attacks. You can find various credential lists specific to
targeting those databases on the Internet. However the
methods to escalate privileges for gaining access to the
underlying OS is not always straightforward.

Figure 3. A successful dictionary cracking of an “sa” password.

Compromising a Sybase database and escalating
privileges is very similar to doing so in Microsoft SQL,
although it is not as commonly used as Microsoft SQL.
To discover Sybase on a network, you can use Nmap
with the –sV flag, which typically listens on ports 50005004. You can identify Sybase instances via other open
ports listed here, or you can also use the following Nmap
script:

This low-hanging fruit is very enticing, as, in most
cases, not only does the compromise of a Microsoft
SQL server provide complete access to the databases
themselves, but also to the underlying operating system
(OS)—typically Microsoft Windows. Microsoft provides
powerful extended stored procedures like “xp_cmdshell,”
which can directly interact with the OS so an attacker
can simply use the net commands to add himself as a
local administrator:
xp_cmdshell ‘net user fstone PassPhrase!0 /
add’
xp_cmdshell ‘net localgroup administrators
fstone /add’

Or even as a domain user if SQL service account has
privileges:
xp_cmdshell ‘net user /add fstone PassPhrase!0
/add /domain’

Note that just disabling extended stored procedures
provides no protection since it can be easily re-enabled:
sp_configure ‘show advanced options’, 1
reconfigure
sp_configure ‘xp_cmdshell’, 1
reconfigure
5
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nmap --script broadcast-sybase-asa-discover

Sybase also uses common credentials like entldbdbo/
dbopswd, mon_user/mon_user, sa/blank. McAfee
Vulnerability Manager for Databases is a powerful
tool that can perform discovery and brute-forcing
of Sybase databases, along with all other popular
databases as well. Sybase uses powerful stored
procedures capable of interacting directly with the OS
just like Microsoft SQL. There is a specific xp_cmdshell
configuration setting that determines the security
context under which xp_cmdshell executes in Sybase.
Setting it to zero will execute the command shell under
the security context of Sybase itself. With the default
setting, (1) xp_cmdshell will execute under the context of
the user who is executing the query.
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Defense

Figure 4. Toggling the extended stored procedure xp_cmdshell’s
security context.

Like with Microsoft SQL, you can then use the “net”
commands to interact with the OS.

Figure 5. The xp_cmdshell being used to query Windows user accounts.
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Begin by setting strong passwords for all SQL server
accounts. Wikipedia’s article Password Strength:
Guidelines for strong passwords is a good starting
point. Consider renaming common accounts listed
above to prevent such brute forcing and assign
“sysadmin” privileges to the renamed “sa” account. Most
importantly, ensure that you use SQL server 2005 and
above on Windows server 2003 and above so you can
utilize the OS login policies of password complexity and
account lockout, as recommended here by Microsoft.
For Sybase, utilize the “User Login Lockout” policy to
control account lockout.

2. LM Hash and Broadcast Requests
If you have even remotely dealt with security in a
Windows environment, chances are you have heard of
the LAN Manager (LM) hash. The idea of a hash is to
prevent reversing of the hashed value back to its plain
text and OSs use this method to avoid disclosure of
account passwords. However, with today’s computing
power, LM hash has become a very weak form of
hash and likely a root cause of many data thefts and
compromise.
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Ease of attack and impact
The figure below describes the process of generating an
LM hash from a password—“Passphrase321.”

as rainbow tables, which reveal clear text passwords in
a matter of seconds. Figure below shows six LM hashes
that were cracked using a 4 ATI Radeon 6950 GPU
cards setup.

Figure 7. How quickly LM hashes can be cracked.

Figure 6. How an LM hash is generated from a password.

Not only does this method significantly reduce the key
space that you need to guess, it also does not use a
“salt”—a random value to prevent generation of the
same hash for the same password. This makes it highly
susceptible to pre-computed dictionary attacks, such
7
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All Microsoft OSs, including and prior to Windows XP and
Windows Server 2003, used LM hashes by default, and,
although organizations are slowly upgrading to latest
systems, it only takes a single old system on a network
to get compromised. In addition, Microsoft still stores
the LM hashes for newer OSs in memory for users with
currently logged-on interactive sessions, as described in
detail here. Note that NTLMv1 (the first upgrade to LM)
is also affected by serious cryptographic vulnerabilities
and can be easily reversed but will not be dealt with
specifically in this paper.
The real insidious fact of exploiting use of LM hashes
on a network is that you do not necessarily need any
authenticated access to hosts on your LAN. And you
do not need to use any highly disruptive man-in-the-
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middle (MITM) techniques, like ARP spoofing either.
All an attacker has to do is exploit the lack of trust
verification in how name resolution works on Windows
domains. Microsoft describes the process of host name
resolution here and NetBIOS name resolution here. If a
resource resolution is requested for say abcxyz.com, the
figure below describes how a Windows OS would look
for an answer (IP address) from sources in roughly the
following order.

Figure 8. The order of resource name resolution for Microsoft systems.
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If a non-existent resource is requested, Windows
systems would send out a LLMNR (Link-Local Multicast
Name Resolution) or NBNS (NetBIOS Name Service)
broadcast depending on the OS. Only Windows Vista/
Windows Server 2008 and above send LLMNR broadcast
message before sending a NBNS broadcast. These
broadcast messages blindly trust the responses, and
all an attacker needs to do is respond back, telling the
victim to connect to them. Then, depending on the type
of request and the OS configuration, the victim may
actually send LM or NTLMv1 hashes with its follow-up
query. And that is all an attacker needs to do to get a LM
hash: listen for NBNS and LLMNR broadcast requests
on the LAN and respond back with their IP address to
connect back to. You would be amazed at how many
such queries fly by on a network. Given enough time or
a busy network, an attacker would see lot of mistyped
URLs, resource requests for non-existent printers,
drives, and more.
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The figures below show two of my favorite tools to
exploit LM hashes as described above.

Figure 10. Captured and cracked NTLMv1 passwords.

Responder.py is a python script written to take
advantage of this broadcast behavior and other
Windows default network configurations. You can use
it to spoof NBNS, as well as LLMNR requests and active
man-in-the-middle WPAD requests. The figure below
shows an example configuration.

Figure 9. Metasploit’s NBNS spoofing module.

By setting their own system as SPOOFIP in Metasploit’s
NBNS spoofing module (auxiliary/spoof/nbns/nbns_
response), an attacker tricks the victims to connect
back to them when requesting for a non-existent
resource. When used along with couple of other
Metasploit modules for capturing the hashes such as
SMB (auxiliary/server/capture/smb) and HTTP_NTLM
(auxiliary/server/capture/http_ntlm), this can lead to
passwords without much effort.
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Figure 11. Active spoofing for NBNS, LLMNR, and WPAD requests along
with forced NTLM and LM authentication.

You can find more details on the Responder script here.
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Defense
The best defense against exploitation of LM/NTLMv1
hashes is to completely eliminate using them on the
hosts and networks. Ideally, you could use a group policy
for the following two settings for all hosts on a network:
Network security: Do not store LAN Manager
hash value on next password change – Enabled
Network security: LAN Manager authentication
level – Send NTLMv2 response only. Refuse LM &
NTLM.

These can also be set for individual hosts via the “Local
Security Policy,” which miss the global setting for various
reasons.
Ensure that passwords for all accounts, including service
accounts, are changed when the policy is been applied.
In addition, consider enforcing password lengths of 15
characters or more for HLA (High Level Access) accounts
to automatically ensure that LM hashes are not stored
even in memory, as discussed earlier.
Finally, consider implementing a monitoring tool to
detect spoofing attacks as discussed here.

3. Open Shares
Sometimes you don’t have to break a door to enter
in—it’s simply left open. And it is important to
remember that compromising systems, applications,
and passwords is ultimately just a means to the real
end—data. Like weak credentials on databases, open
shares are another goldmine for an attacker, and it is not
uncommon to see them popping up on networks every
10
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now and then. Open shares are shares accessible over
the network without any credentials. This is typically a
result of misconfiguration and has led me to discover all
sorts of sensitive information, including Social Security
numbers (SSNs), credit card data, passwords, payroll
information, and more. And what’s worse than storing
sensitive data on a non-encrypted file? Keeping that file
in a world readable share.

Ease of attack and impact
Finding open shares and sensitive data inside them is
extremely easy with the use of right tools. My favorite
tool is Softperfect’s Network Scanner (Netscan). You
can import a list of IPs you would like to test or even
provide a range, as seen in the screenshot below.

Figure 12. Figure shows IP range input fields for NetScan.

Under the “Options: -> “Shares” menu, you can select
the “Enable security and user permission scan” to check
read/write privileges on the shares. Upon pressing the
“Start Scanning” button, it would look for shares on all
discovered IP addresses. You can then apply the shares
filter (
) to only look at systems with available shared
folders. The red marked folders are shares accessible
without authentication. Below are a couple of examples
of how finding such open shares on a network are not
that rare.
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Once you find any such shares, the next logical step
for an attacker would be to look for sensitive data. And
my favorite tool for this job is AstroGrep—a Windows
based “grep” utility. Apart from keywords, it also
supports regex so you can look for SSNs, credit card
numbers, and other formatted data.

Figure 13. Systems discovered with open network shares.

Figure 15. A file on a network accessible share with credentials possibly
for a Microsoft account.

Figure 14. Systems discovered with open network shares.
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4. Default/Weak Credentials on Sensitive
Resources
This method of attack is essentially a way to look for any
resources which can be easily compromised. Typically,
the most lucrative way is to look for weak/default
credentials. Plus, if these resources are sensitive, an
attacker hits the jackpot.

Ease of attack and impact
To look for default or weak credentials does not require
running a comprehensive automated vulnerability scan.
There are multiple tools that can used to accomplish this
goal. Following are five of the most fruitful ones:
■■

Figure 16. Sensitive data of a user’s desktop backed up on a network
accessible share.

Defense
As the saying goes “there is no patch for
misconfiguration.” The best defense to prevent such
inadvertent exposure of data is education and detection.
Network security teams in organizations need to
continuously learn the risks of misconfigured network
shares and routinely use methods such as the ones
described above to detect open shares on their network.
This should become part of the security lifecycle.
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■■

Rapid Assessment of Web Resources (RAWR):
A quick and comprehensive way to look at all web
resources on a network. It is a python script and
uses phantomJS to take screenshots of landing pages
of all web resources discovered and presents it in a
searchable HTML report. It is available on Backtrack
6 and takes in various file formats, such as Nmap,
Nessus, and Metasploit, for input. Most importantly, it
provides default password suggestions using several
online sources.
Eyewitness: Another python script (there is a Ruby
version as well) that uses Ghost.py for web page
screenshots; it takes in various file formats, including
Nmap, Nessus, and Amap; and it is designed to run on
Kali. It groups together similar web pages, like default
server pages and provides password suggestions as
well.
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■■

■■

■■
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Nmap http-screenshot script: Finally there is an NSE
script that allows you to scan a network with Nmap
and take a screenshot of every web page at the same
time. It uses the “wkhtmltoimage” library to take the
images.
Nessus Default Common Credentials Scan
Policy: While the above three tools focus on web
resources, this Nessus policy is much broader and
looks for default and easily guessable credentials for
all kinds of resources, such as networking devices,
OSs, databases, and others. I have excluded some
of the plug-ins from this policy that perform user
enumeration and brute-force type of attacks to
prevent disruption of services. So ensure that you
read through the selected plug-ins before launching
this scan.
NBTEnum 3.3: Another common blind spot for many
IT teams is user accounts on OSs, especially service
accounts. NBTEnum 3.3 is one of the many tools an
attacker can use to take advantage of weak credentials
on such accounts. This tool provides a nice feature to
perform password checking only when the “account
lockout threshold” is set to zero. It is very effective in
finding accounts with have passwords that are the same
as the username. Believe it or not, entire domains have
been compromised using this method.
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Figure 17. Two user accounts discovered using passwords that are the
same as the username.

To offer a peek into what kind of damage these default/
weak credentials can lead to, take a look at the following
examples.

Misconfigured Apache Tomcat with default
credentials
Since it’s the most popular web server, it is not
uncommon to come across instances of Apache Tomcat
misconfigurations to enable manager access and use
default credentials (admin/admin, tomcat/tomcat).
Many times, these misconfigurations tend to be test
instances. However, they can be valuable targets for an
attacker if they are part of a Windows domain, as this
would present opportunities for privilege escalation.
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Since Tomcat typically runs with “SYSTEM” privileges on a
Windows system, an attacker can easily compromise the
host OS, as seen below.

Figure 19. The JSP command shell executing “whoami.”

Figure 18. Tomcat Manager application accessed with default
credentials.

Using a web-based shell, such as Laudanum, allows easy
shell access to the host OS.

Figure 20. “Local administrators” on the server.
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Or you can use the Metasploit “Apache Tomcat Manager
Application Deployer Authenticated Code Execution”
module.

VNC

Figure 21. Apache Tomcat Manager using default credentials.

Figure 22. An active SSH session viewed over a compromised VNC
connection.

Powerful remote control and administrative applications,
like VNC, DRAC (Dell Remote Access Control), Radmin,
and PCAnywhere, can sometimes use no/default/weak
passwords, and, once discovered, they not only provide
access, but also a wealth of information about an
organization’s business. Screenshots below provide an
inside look at some such discoveries.

Figure 23. Sensitive trading application data over a compromised VNC
connection.
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Figure 26. “Console Redirection Connection” screen provides full
remote control of the system.

Figure 24. A user’s emails over a compromised VNC connection.

DRAC

Figure 25. DRAC using root/calvin password combination.
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Defense
The root cause of this low-hanging fruit is lack of
strong passwords—all steps taken to address that
would help prevent its exploitation. Use a defensein-depth approach, starting with documenting a
strong password policy that clearly defines inclusion of
third-party and sensitive applications. The procedure
documentation should list the length, complexity, and
lockout requirements, per the acceptable risk level.
Enforcing such policy is not simply a matter of software
implementation, but also education and awareness.
Make sure to also include routine testing with the tools
and methods discussed above for strong enforcement.
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5. Vulnerabilities with Public Exploits
As a defender, if you have not been compromised thus
far using any of the methods above, you have done
a good job. In my personal experience, a majority of
organizations fail to protect themselves against the
above techniques. And if you can protect against this
fifth low-hanging fruit—vulnerabilities with public
exploits—an attacker would know they are up against a
fairly security-mature organization. You would also note
that this method of gaining a foothold on the network is
typically noisier than the ones discussed earlier.

Ease of attack and impact

■■

By importing Nmap scan results into Metasploit.
After tying a Postgre SQL database to Metasploit and
importing all live hosts, open ports and services data,
Metasploit provides very useful modules to target
specific systems or services. Based on experience
and knowledge of the environment, an attacker can
selectively go after targets that can be vulnerable. A
good primer for using this Metasploit functionality can
be found here.

The screenshots below show a small sample of easy
exploitation of such vulnerabilities and the level of
access they can provide to an attacker.

Having a vulnerability is one thing, and having a
vulnerability with a publically available exploit is another.
Metasploit exploitation framework and exploit-db.
com are two of the largest sources of free publically
available exploits. Two of my favorite ways to make use
of these exploits are explained below:
■■

By using a Nessus scan policy selecting only
vulnerability checks filtered by “Exploit Available =
True.” This can quickly provide a list of lucrative targets
that are exploitable and can also possibly provide
remote access.
Figure 28. Exploitation of MS08_067, which provides remote access and
hashes for user accounts from the local SAM database.

Figure 27. A screenshot of Nessus’s filter to only select vulnerability
checks that have an exploit available.
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Defense
Use a defense-in-depth approach to protect against
such exploitation with the best line of defense being
up-to-date patching for all systems and software
all the time. Organizations should look into devising
a comprehensive patch management strategy for
timely updates of all systems. Use software for patch
management as well as vulnerability scanning. Use a
scan policy, as discussed above, to look exclusively for
vulnerabilities with publicly available exploits. This would
provide high value for the time and money invested.
Also include strong blocking, monitoring, and logging
capabilities for all trust zones within your network.
Figure 29. Exploitation of MS09_050 allowing remote administrative
access to the system.

Summary
There you have it—a collection of the top five lowhanging fruit. At McAfee Foundstone Professional
Services, we are passionate about hacking and securing
organizations, and I hope this white paper helps you
hack or defend better. I encourage you to share your
thoughts and feedback with me.
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Figure 30. Figure shows exploitation of CVE-2009-1429 allowing an
attacker to add user to the system.
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